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THE SCIENCE OF SYNTHESIS AT WORK in. terra incognita 
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Bishop Hutchins Tabernacle of Praise October 16-17, 2021 

I. I HAVE 3O MINUTES TO WALK WITH 
YOU THROUGH 3 ORBITS WITHIN 
THE UNIVERSE OF SYNTHESIS —

A. This, of course, is recognized as a 
herculean effort for the most adroit among
us, & an impossibility for me — but I shall try!  

B. Just as there are forces which act upon an
aircraft in flight, there are forces at work
on the Church which ministers in a hostile
culture —

C. The Aerodynamic Forces on an aircraft in
flight are: Lift, Weight (Gravity), Thrust, &
Drag —

D. In the Church where Jesus is Head, & the
Apostles Doctrine is practiced, there are 4
flows of movement — Rethink (Vision),
Uncover (Uniqueness), Talk Up (Vision), & Live
Out (Vision) —
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 E. The Royal Road to Comfort is to hurry    
    past our selfish thoughts & considerations  
    for our sin-self, for our poverty of sins     
    alone drive us to despair —  
  1. But, when we posture all our "poor self"  
    against the thoughts of Jesus Christ -     
    discovering the Grand Narrative in      
    which "He calls us out of darkness," we   
    erupt in Praise with Thanksgiving,      
    "knowing that we who were once without 
    Christ, being aliens from the            
    commonwealth of Israel & the Covenants  
    of Promise, having no hope & without    
    God in the world — but now, in Christ    
    Jesus we who were once afar off have    
    been brought near by His blood, & we    
    now belong to God alone!" Eph. 2:12-13 
 F. To Synthesize — (to produce, to create, to unify, to  
    coalesce in oneness of heart & mind) we recognize the 
    importance of Innovating our            
    Discipleship/Leadership Planning —   
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 H. In this worldwide Pandemic, most norms,  
    metrics, measurements, standards, &    
    indices have been annulled or suspended - 
  I. So, in a Period of DISorientation, it is the  
   Church who must Pivot to Adjust —  
  1. As quickly as we Adjust, then we are     
    called to embrace REorientation —  
  2. Reorientation then requires us to Invest,  
    & as soon as we fully embrace the call of  
    God to sacrifice our 'old' [pre-pandemic plans],   
    our Investment of self leads us to the Joy  
    of New Orientation — & 
  3. New Orientation calls you to ENGAGE!  
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II. IN GEN. 12:1, WE DISCOVER TWO OF 
   THE MOST IMPORTANT WORDS     
   GOD EVER SPOKE TO MANKIND —  
 A. "'Lech lecha' - go to yourself!" Gen. 12:1 
 B. Out of nothing — without warning or      
   introduction, God talks to Abram, saying to 
   him "'Lech lecha' - go to yourself!"  
 C. And what will happen when you go to     
    yourself?  
  1. You will "Go forth from your land &     
    from your birthplace & from your       
    father's house, to the land that I will     
    show you. And I will make you into a     
    great nation, & I will bless you, & I will   
    aggrandize your name, & you shall be a   
    blessing. And I will bless those who bless  
    you, & the one who curses you I will     
    curse, & all the families of the earth shall 
    be blessed in you."       Genesis 12:1-3 
  D. This is what will happen when you go to   
    yourself. 
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 E. The Ancient Manuscripts provide us with   
    an interesting back story to this unexpected 
    communication between God and a        
    Hebrew named Abram.  
 F. Abram was the son of an idol maker      
   (Terah), who dwelled in the Babylonian    
   city of Ur.  
  1. The Midrash says, 'One day when Terah   
    wasn't in the idol shop, young Abram took 
    a hammer & smashed all the idols but one.  
  2. When he returned, a stunned Terah       
    demanded to know why Abram had done  
    this vile deed.  
  3. It is said that Abram pointed to the one    
    standing idol & said, "he did it."         
   a. "Nonsense," said his father, "a piece of  
     stone can't do that!"  
  4. And the Jews believe this is how an       
    iconoclastic young Abram began his      
    journey.  
 G. Abram observed the beliefs of others.  
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  1. He saw how some bowed to idols of stone, 
    while others bowed to trees & animals — 
  2. Still others saw great powers in the stars,   
    the moon, & the sun, & the worshipped    
    them. 
  3. But Abram was a deep thinker & he      
    concluded that all these various objects of  
    human worship were themselves created   
    by a higher power - a single Source -     
    One God! 
  4. But all the years of rational, scientific    
    exploration & intellectual discovery did  
    not prepare Abram for the day when this   
    One, True, & Living Creator God, the    
    Source of all Life, would come to him &   
    say, "Lech lecha - go to yourself!"  
 H. God was telling Abram — leave your      
    intellectual, rational self behind, &      
    travel to a new reality, an unknown land,   
    far from all that you are familiar with.  
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 I. Leave your reasonings, your rationales, your 
   protocols [the way you have always done it] behind 
   & enter into the world of faith & promise, 
   of anticipation & fulfillment.  
 J. And God's promises to Abram, if he be     
   willing to take this adventure, is nothing    
   less than extravagantly fantastic: an entire  
   land to call his own —  
  1. children for he & his childless wife Sarai,  
  2. a great nation that will emerge from his   
    loins & his blessings; blessings upon blessings.  

 K. What a tremendous leap it must have been 
    for rational, thinking, contemplative     
    Abram to, without a moment's hesitation,   
    & without an inquiry into how all these    
    promises could possibly come true, or why, 
    Abram left all behind, & with Sarai & his  
    nephew Lot, left at once for Canaan, "the  
    land that I will show you." 
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III. WHEN WE FIRST ENTER INTO OUR  
    ESSENTIAL SELVES —  
 A. When leaving all the external trappings of  
    our lives behind — 
  1. We indeed enter into terra incognita -     
    unknown territory.  
  2. The root meaning of the Hebrew word     
    Canaan is to surrender.  
   a. And, to surrender ourselves to God's    
     guidance is, indeed, what we must do in  
     order to successfully navigate these      
     unexplored regions of our souls.  
  3. There is so much to learn with every step  
    we take.  
  4. One of the very first eye openers for      
    Abram was his wife Sarai's beauty:      
    "Behold now I know that you are a      
    woman of fair appearance." Gen. 12:11 
 B. Only now, in the presence of God & under  
    His tutelage did Abram become fully        
    aware of the enormity of his wife's true     
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   beauty, the inner beauty which radiates out 
   from the soul & informs one's outward   
   countenance.  
 C. This is just the beginning for Abram — 
  1. He would go on to learn the true meaning  
    of trust & faith & patience —  
  2. He would learn that non-intellectual, non- 
    rational knowledge that an infant can be   
    born to an elderly barren couple,  
   a. That Messengers can arrive with        
     prophetic tidings — 
   b. That a promise from God, the Creator of 
     Heavens & the Maker of Earth, can take 
     generations to be fulfilled, but that it will, 
     in the end, be fulfilled. "God's Word     
     cannot fail, nor will it return void."  
 D. Once we abandon all the non-necessities,  
    our egos included, & enter into our        
    essential selves, we find, like Abram, God,  
    waiting to take our hand, ready to show us  
    The Way.  
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 E. Abram would walk with God the rest of his 
   days, hand in hand, faith in faith.  
  1. A friendship began, one testified to by the 
    prophet Isaiah, who, quoting God, calls    
    Abraham "My friend."      Isaiah 41:8  
  2. A friendship, of course, works both ways.  
  3. Just as we must have faith in God, so we   
    must cause God to have faith in us.  
 F. This is a true friendship & the basis for the 
    covenant that God would make with       
   Abram, the Covenant of the flesh -        
   circumcision - & the accompanying name  
   change from Abram to Abraham & Sarai   
   to Sarah. A covenant to the end of time. 
  1. "And they shall make for Me a          
    Sanctuary."               Exodus 25:8 
  G. The Commandment to make for God a    
    Holy Temple is a commandment for every  
    generation, & it begins with the           
    commandment "Lech lecha - go to        
    yourself!" — 
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 H. The First Step in creating a space for God  
    in our lives is exploring & discovering our  
    own space - holy & pure.  
  1. This is the journey, with all its ups &     
    downs, its trials & tribulations, its passion  
    & its joys, that Abram took when he first   
    heard God's call, & that we each will take  
    when we hear & respond to God's calling.  
  2. It's not easy — it was never meant to be,   
    it's intended for you an Adventure, an     
    Eye-Opener, a Faith-Builder, a Trust    
    Developer, a Love Divine & Complete  
  3. Every Step you take is a Step toward His   
    Way — welcome "lech lecha"  
 
 
 
 
 
 


